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WORLD VOYAGER DEPARTS

Friends bid fond adieu to Chapter 168 member

Dave Davidson as he departs on his 'round the
world trip amid a swirl of media attention. More
on his flight inside. .

DISCLAIMER
We would like to make _you

aware

that as

always, In past,

fM.168

present,and

-iii-·

MONTHLY MEETING

future, any communication Issued by EXPERIMENTAL AIRCRAFTASSOCIATION,
CHAPTER ONE SIXTY-EIGHT, INC., regardless of the

form, formal, and/or

media used which Includes, but Is not llmHed lo HANGAR ECHOES and

LltllMIER

audioMdeo recordings Is presented only In the light of a clearing house of Ideas,
opinions and personal experience accounts. Anyone using ideas, opinions,
lnformallon,etc., does so al their o.vn dlscreHon and risk.

LN£

FARMERS BRANCH
COMMUNrTY BUILDING
2919 AMBER LANE

Therefore, no

responsibility or llablllty Is expressed or Implied and you are without recourse to
anyone. Any event announced and/or listed herein Is done so as a matter of
Information only and does not conslHute approval, sponsorship, Involvement,
control or dlrecHonof any - n l (!his Includes OSHKOSH). Please read, listen,
enjoy,and be careful out there.

Director's Meeting 11 July '91
Chapter 168 EAA
-Brownie is in hospital - Double bypass surgery
-Next regular meeting is 6 August.
-Doug will sub for Brownie.
-Plans Show and Tell night.
-Update the Roster
-Davidson, at last report is on his way to Newfoundland -Kerrville - nothing new
-Hudson Airport - 10 August - next fly-in - food- Jerry
-Paul Johnson - Folding of Hangar Echoes - 30 July
-Trailer - Vern - Need another place to locate trailer when
not is use. Vern will take to Hudson. Need someone to
volunteer to tow to and from Kerrville
-For August Meeting- President to appoint a Nominating
Chairman who shall select the committee members Nominations to be presented to membership at the regular
September meeting. Additional nominations can be made
from the floor. - Elections in October.

August Fly-in

AUGUST
Fly-in
Chapter Meeting
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The August Fly-in will be at Hudson
Municipal Airport in Mesquite. Our host
will be Richard Robbins. Richard has
hangar #305. It is at the north end of the
airport in the (now follow this closely)
north side of the southern most row of
blue hangars.
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PREZ
This month there will be
no president's column in
H.E.
Our president,
Brownie Seals is currently
recuperating from an accident in his Pitts and from
open heart surgery at
Methodist Hospital. Any
"news" we put in the
newsletter about his condition will be "old news" by
the time you receive it.
Come to this month's
meeting and we will have
an update.

Last June Chapter 168 member, John Larson, gave
the editor of the newsletter copies of letters he had written to government officials pertaining to the new limitations imposed by the proposed changes in the DFW
TCA. These letters were not printed in the newsletter
because the time period for public comment had expired. There is , however , much that can be done to
influence the decision makers at the FAA
Mr. Larson's letters were thorough and eloquent in
outlining his objections to the proposed changes. He got
a responding letter from his city councilman, Glenn
Box, indicating that the city of Dallas' transportation
committee has yet to take a formal position on the
proposed TCA changes. So there are still avenues open
to influence the FAA and the DOT.
I urge each chapter member to contact their city
councilman and make them aware of your views on the
proposed changes. Each of us is responsible for
safeguarding our individual freedoms. Indeed, if each o
us were as dedicated, involved and thorough as John
Larson the powers that be would have a much more
difficult time trampling our rights every time some
media representative or special interest group starts
sqealing.
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TEX-AIR PARTS, INC.
Meacham Field, Loe. 2N
Fort Worth, Texas 76106
(817) 624-9882

RAYMOND MORT, P.E.

::,

Registered Engineer

324 Hillview Drive
Hur1L, Tuaa 76054

. -

4500 Ratliff Ln. Ste 109
Dallas, Texas 75248
(214) 931-9896

DISTRIBUTOR FOR AVIATION SUPPLIES
Dopes & Fabric Supplies

Bua: 18171 280-2775
Rea: 1817) 282-6940

Mooney/Piper/Cessna/Beech
Aircraft Parts
Over 100,000 Different Part Numbers in Stock
All lnstock items Priced at WHOLESALE or BELOW.
EAA Members Receive an Additional 5% Discount on Most Items.

J. E. "RED" MARRON

LAKEVIEW AIRPORT

Rentals Include JJ Cub and C-150
Lake Dallas •••••.••• 817-497-7496

121 Locations:
526 Interurban; R1chardson 1 TX 75081 (2141234-114)
2929 Custer Pkwy.
Plano,TX 75075 12141596-5556

Director's Meetings
Believe it or not, all the activities of our chapter do not just happen. Everything from where
the fly-in will be to who is going to bring the
cookies to the regular meeting has to be decided.
It is at the director's meeting that such decisions
are made.
·
Usually the board of directors and the officers
attend these meetings but they are open to all
members. There is no secret handshake or any
requirement to participate. Most of the meeting
is spent talking about airplanes. It is basically a
good opportunity to get to know more airplane
people. And we all know airplane people are the
best people to know.
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AER0 INSTRUMENTS, INC.

DAVID HINCKLEY,

7515 Lemmon Ave.,, :gr. L

Dallas, Tell&S 75209
'5 YEARS OF QUALITY SERVICE

$595.00

Power Trans.1aon
Comm. P1Jo1

A;gnt , _

$795.00
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President

$995.00

PowerTrlJ\lltlQf'I
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SHOP TOOL CERTIFICATIONS
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Notice to all Texas
_EAA Chapters
·,

The chapter's only Lancair is finally flying
again. Last September Doug Vail decided that his
Lancair 235's cruise speed of 205 mph with a
Lycoming 0-235-UC was not enough.
After talking with Neico Aviation about
modifications that had developed over the last
few years Doug decided to install a Lycoming
0-320-E2A, extended upswept wing tips, an Ellison throttle body injector and a new 64 X 82"
Catto propeller. The goal of the modifications
was to boost the cruise speed to 240 + mph.
The engine came from Enparts in Lancaster in
several baskets. It was overhauled by chapter
member Bela Ambrus. Cowling modifications
were done to allow for the slightly larger exhaust
system. A different air induction system was installed for the Ellison TBI to decrease drag but
Doug is not sure there is any real change.
The only other modification that could affect
performance was approximately a foot added to
each wingtip to increase performance at 8,000 to
15,000 feet.
The engine is broken in and running great. The
cruise speed at 14,500 feet is currently truing out
at 260 mph and fuel consumption is up to 8.2
gal./hr. If you have any questions come to the
Hudson fly-in. Doug will have the plane there and
be glad to talk about it.

Chapter 168 is in charge
of directing flightline operati on s at the Southwest
Regional Fly-in. We are
seeking volunteers to help
keep ground operations
flowing smoothly. If you will
be at Kerrville and are interested in helping us direct
ground operations contact:
Steve Marchand
(214/475-0571)
or sign in at the Chapter 168
trailer near the flightline at
Kerrville.

HANGAR 36
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AERO-COUNTRY AIRPORT

The Dallas Area Sport Aviation Aiq~ort
Hangar Space Available for E A A Members
ANT/QU£-CLASS/C-HOM£BUILT-£XP£/i'IM£N7AL

Hangar hos water/ electric/toilet/ phone
D. E. CHRISTIANSEN, D.O.
famlly Medicine
Aviation Medical Examiner

Ollice 201-0174

222 S. Ced •, Ridge
OunctflYllle, Texaa 7~1 Ill
Olllce Houra By ApPolnlment

Ant. Strvlc1 ~1-4 II I

CONTACT: Clair J. Button (214) 231-6070

TAN Aircraft Repair Ltd.
MIKE EDGERTON
A&P MECHANIC, A I
BUS. 214-347-2868
HOME 214-625-8929

Specializing in Single and Light Twin Rectp. Engine
Aircraft. Including Radial Engine & Fabnc Covered
Aero-Country Airport
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From the Central States Association Newsletter

Increasing Spark
Plug Life ·
Terry Shubert, Editor
Let's take a walk back to. high school
electronics and recall electron ilow. The little
guys that whirl around the nudeas of the atom
have a negative charge and move from places of
excess electrons to points of elec11'on deficiency.
In ?t~er words, c_urrent flows frCllll negative to
positrye. Every time an electron jumps from a
negative point to a positive point 't reduces the
mass of the negative point by. at least one
electron. If current moves from point A to point
B then point A will shrink. Poini: 1J will probably
stay the same or maybe increase' avery little bit.
If we apply that bit of logic to aiICgative ground
automobile spark plug we find th~ the spark will
jump from the ground electrode to the center
electrode. A close examination of high time
a_utomotive sp~rk plug from a breaker point ignit10n system, will show the ground electrode tip to

be worn nearly to a point. The ground electrode
has been transferring away one electron at a time.
Let's look at the ignition system in our four
cylinder aircraft engines. The ignition source is a
magneto which gets it's electrical pressure (voltage) from a spinning magnet. Magnets, as you
recall have North and South poles. Every time a
pole on the rotating magnet passes the coil a high
voltage spark is induced. One spark will have a
negative charge while the next one will have a
posit~ve charge. The polarity changes with every
rotat10n of the magnet in the magneto. Likewise
the direction of electron flow across the plug gap will
vary from one plug to the next.
The spark is distributed to the spark plugs
through high tension (high voltage) wires. The
spark plugs are fired in a certain order. The four
cylinder Lycoming fires both cylinders on one
bank and then both cylinders of the other bank.
The firing order is 1 - 2 - 3 - 4. The magneto is
timed through gears that couple the crankshaft to
the m~gneto. This means that the polarity of the
electncal charge on the number 1 cylinder will
always be the same. The number 3 cylinder fires

Airplanes
Instruments
Engines
Radios

BRUCE MILLER
FLIGHT INSTRUCTOR
Private, Instrument, Comrnerical

BOBBY'S PLANES 'N PARTS INC.
320 F.M. 1885 E.
Weatherford, TX 76086

Airplane, Taildragger, Glider

Box 547, Prosper, TX 75078

BOBBY OSBORN

817-682-4220

GeorgeCarroll

(214) 637-3598

(214) 347-2831

FINA

presents:

Jan Collmer
Aerobatics
Pitts S2B
Low Level Aero Pertorm;mce

• TorqueRnlls
• Tail Slides
• Snap roll on take off
and final approach
A Real Crowd Pleaser
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AIRCRAFT SUPPLY COMPANY
72CMPAR\\~
(ANSON & HINES Near Boy Seoul Bldg.)
Jan·Collmer
14368 Proton Road
Dallas, TX 75244
(214) 233-1589
Fax(214)233-0481

DALLAS,TEXAS75235
AN •

MS • NAS HARDWARE & ACCESSORIES

next and will have the opposite charge. The number 2 cylinder fires next and will have the same
charge as the number 1 and number 4 will have the
same charge as number 3.
If number 1 is + (positive) then 3 will also be
+. Numbers 2 and 4 will be - (negative). In this
case plugs number 1 and 3 will have a shrinking
ground electrode while plugs numbered 2 and 4
will have shrinking center electrodes. The center
electrode will soon look football shaped and be
rejected as worn out.
It would be nice if the electrode erosion was
even so that plugs would lose metal from both
electrodes instead of just one. If this could be
achieved we would have nearly double the spark
plug life, assuming you don't drop one as I have
while cleaning them. EUREKA there is a way!
It's called rotate you spark plugs.
Every 50 hours or so remove the right top front
spark plug and swap it with the top back plug, the
left top front plug is traded with the top back plug
in that bank. Do the same with the bottom plugs.
Keep the plugs with the same magneto to assure
that you really are changing the firing polarity. In
other words trade top #1 with top #3, top #2 with

BUY & SELL
DAMAGED OR DISABLED
AIRCRAFT

AIRCRAFT
RETRIEVAL

Air
Salvage
Of
Dallas
Lancaster Airport

HART AIRCRAFT SERVICES
"Complete Aircraft Service"
Inspections • Pre-Buys • Recovers
Restorations • Mobile Service
DARIN R. HART A&P, IA
P.O. Box 9058
Greenville, TX 75401

~,.-4
AEKOPLEX SALES
• fllot Supplies

~

EAA

.... N

• Aircraft faru and Accessories

(214) 227-1111
(800) 336-6399
FAX (214) 227-6176

1361 Ferris Road
lancas1sr, TX 75146

top #4, bottom #1 with bottom #3, and bottom
#2 with bottom #4.
Your spark plugs will now lose material more
evenly from all electrodes and you won't have to
trash the plugs until all the electrodes are worn
out. Your plug life, as determined by electrode
wear, will approximately be doubled. If you are
really into increasing spark plug life you should
also trade plugs so that the longest harness wire
plug gets interchanged with the shortest wire
plug. It seems that the long harness wire will
store capacitance energy that is not used during
ignition. This causes after firing which will increase electrode wear. Electrode wear factors
are more complicated than I thought. Now you
can get all the life from your plugs.
You guys and gals with I0-540s in your VariEzes should not use the plug rotation scheme as
the firing order is different on a 6 cylinder engine!
(J oke--J oke)

KERRY NOBLE
15060 8eltwood farkway tast
Dallas. Texas 75244

(214) 458· 1594
1·800·233-1778
1·800-486-1778
Digital fager 229-5980

AERO COUNTRY ESTATES WEST
Airport Resldentlol lots and Hanger sites.
Restricted
Municipal Water
contact John Austin-:- 1-34 7-2030

(903) 454-4858
Mobile (903) 408-9782

TEXAS' GREATEST SPORT AIRPORT

by Sam Cooper
As most of us know, fresh air ventilation of an
airplane cockpit is important for the safety and
comfort of the crew and passengers. Insufficient
ventilation leads to hot cockpits and the potential
for airsickness.
Ventilation is even more of a problem in a four
seat aircraft. How do you get enough air to the
rear seat passengers? A possible solution can be
found on Pete Huffs White Lightning. A similar
system is also on the Lancair IV.
The first part of the system consists of the air
inlet and a plenum. The air inlet is a forward
facing oval scoop, about 1.5 by 3 inches, built into
the leading edge of the vertical stabilizer. It is
located about one foot above the fuselage. The
front of the scoop is covered with a screen to keep
out the larger bugs and debris. The aft location of
the air inlet will help to minimize the intrusion of
engine noise.

GEM AIRCRAFT SUPPLY, INC.
10221 DENTON DR. DALLAS, TX. 75235
(214) 350-7066
DOYLE ADAMS
SEE US FOR PAINT, AIRCRAFT TOOLS,
HARDWARE, SAFETY WIRE, BATTERIES,
MOST AIRCRAFT PARTS & SUPPLIES.
WE ARE OPEN 9:00-5:00 MON.-FRI.
AND 9:00-1:00 SATURDAY

A plenum was created by sealing the inside of
the vertical stabilizer with several baffles. The
roughly wedge shaped plenum has the narrow
end at the air inlet. The fat end is located below
and forward of the inlet. This shape was partially
dictated by some of the existing tail structure. The
plenum forces the air to decelerate and make a
180 degree turn. Hopefully this will separate out
any water droplets. The low point of the plenum
has a drain to allow any water to run out.
The second part of the system is for air flow
regulation. A triangular shaped vertical plate, the
point at the top, closes off the forward end of the
plenum. This plate is located just in front of the
forward base of the vertical stabilizer. The plate
has three 1.5 inch diameter by 1 inch long tubes
mounted in a triangular pattern.
The air flow is regulated by partially or completely closing off the three flow tubes in the vertical plate. Pete is using three rubber disks, one
per flow tube, to control the flow. Each rubber
disk is mounted on a stud. The three studs are in
turn mounted on a bottom hinged control plate
located aft of the vertical plate (it is inside the
plenum). Bringing the top of the control plate
fully forward closes off all three flow holes.
Moving the top of the control plate aft and down
slowly uncovers the three flow holes.
The location of the control plate is set by a four
position detent control. This detent control is
mounted in the cabin roof above the front seats.
A solid core wire is connected to the slide in the
control and runs aft to the control plate inside a
plastic sleeve.

LONE STAR
PILOT SHOP
ADDISON AIRPORT
PIJ.OT SUPPLIES
CHARTS-fAA-ASA-GLEIH-PURLICATIONS
IIEADSETS-INTl!RCOHS-HIC,S
NICE GIFT~ AUD FREE ADVICE

LARRY & EARLETTE SHULTS
4574 CLAIRE CHENNAULT, DALLAS, TX 75248
214/250-6781

ALTEX AERO CENTER
AL WINGEK, Owner
(214) 347-2086 HGR.
(214) 348-6930 HM.

AERO COUNTRY AIRPORT
Rt.11 Rock Hill Rel.

McKinney, TX 75069
HANGER 3C

The third part of the system is for air distribution. The fuselage uses three hollow trapezoidal
longerons for stiffness. They each start near the
firewall and end near the front of the vertical
stabilizer. One longeron runs down the top of the
cockpit. One longeron runs down the left side of
the fuselage just below the horizontal seam of the
airframe. The third longeron is a mirror image of
the left one, but located on the right side of the
fuselage.
The three longerons were incorporated into
the air distribution system by closing them off in
appropriate places to make them into air ducts. A
short piece of flexible tubing connects the aft end
of each longeron with a flow hole in the vertical
plate of the plenum.
To direct the air at the occupants, standard
adjustable aluminum eyeball vents were installed
in the longerons. The left and right longerons
each have a single vent near the base of the instrument panel to provide fresh air to the pilot and
co-pilot respectively.
The top longeron has several vents. There are
two just behind the tops of the windshields for the
front seaters and two more further back for the
rear seat passengers.

The final part of the system is providing an
outlet for all the air you are trying to put in. In
order to vent the White Lightning's cabin, Pete
has put outlets in the tail. There are several holes
in the rear spar of the vertical stabilizer, these
vent into the low pressure area in the rudder
hinge area. In addition, the fairings for the rudder
cables have generous openings for further outlet
area.

FROM ONE HOMEBUILDER TO ANOTHER.
If you Need Insurance of Any Kind-Auto, Plane, Home, Business . •• Let:
OELMO JOHNSON aNSURANCE AGENCY

Find Answer lo Your Particular NP.ed.
Just Call:

15190

458 - 7550

:0001.,EY RQll)

Dll.U&, TU.U

152 34

Delino (Pitta l.,.C,al) Johnaon

- BATTERIES -

E-V-i
NI-CADS, GEL CELLS,
ALKALINE, LITHIUM

BELA'S AIRCRAFT
ENGINE & ACCESSORY &HCP
2711 BROOKFIELD, DALLAS, TEXAS 75235
tOff D£N10NOAIVIE LOVIEF1£LDAAEAI

"Wo Build Battery Packs"

lR114> 3151•1 "172

19-50 East Arapaho, Suite 11126

FMCER11FIEOREPA.IR STATION '201• 141
BELA AMBRUS: RESIDENCE (2"J351-l"9

Richardson, Texas 75080
(214) 231-5351

1-eoo-ns-s2e1

PARTS EXCHANGE

ENGINE OVERHAUL.

MAX FLIGHT AVIATION
AVIATOR MAX

~

GUSTOVISION
G. C. GUSTOVICH

LET'S GET HIGH TOGETHER

STILL PHOTOGRAPHY

Rent - Buy - Sell - Trade -Training
MESQUITE AIRPORT

VIDEO SCRIPTS • PRODUCTION

Max Bolen
1510 Hudson Rd.
Mesquite, Texas 75181

Off: (214) 222-605 2

320-1102

This month's meeting is going to be
Show and Tell. For those of you who are
not familiar with this format, members
bring their current progects, plans, pictures, parts, etc. Tables will be set up for
displays. We will have a television and a
VHS VCR at the meeting so if you have
any tapes you want to share, bring them
along. This meeting more than any other is
only as good as we make it. If past Show
and Tell meetings are any indicator, this
will be a good one.

'Round the World
168's own Dave Davidson who gave us such an interesting talk about his flight to Baja
this spring is currently eating up the miles on his 'round the world trip. Reports we have
received indicate that the first legs of the trip from Dallas to Maine did not go as
planned due to weather but that everything was going well.
As of July 17th Dave had safely arrived in Scotland after what most agree was the
most risky part of the flight. At press time Dave was waiting out the weather under a
600 ft. ceiling in Scotland.
Although Dave's biplane lacks the storage space of the bombers he flew in WWII, he
has packed a camera so we'll have another batch of interesting slides to see at a future
chapter meeting. We will have updates on his progress at the regular monthly meeting
and the fly-in.

WANTADS

·'

FOR SALE: Ahrens AR 124 Single seat 13
meter sailplane.All alum, LIC. Experimental,
24hr. TI,Kawasaki 340 (34hp) and 6 gal fuel tank
for power glider conversion. 680-9669 David Nix
FOR SALE: Grumman AAl one of a kind
"Super 160". Fuel injected !0320 with 85hr. TI
only 600hr ITAF.New tiger paint scheme, speed
MODS, King KXl 75B,Transponder, Apollo 602
Loran, encoder, audio panel, EGT and CHf, an
honest 170mph plane, climb 1500fpm. 680-9669
David Nix
FOR SALE; Century I Autopilot removed from
Cessna 150, Can be coupled to Loran or Vor,
$1100. 680-9669 David Nix
TIN BENDING BARGAINS Like New Equipment (ITEM)(PRICE NEW/ASKING PRICE)
Hand Rivet/Dimp Tool(20 in Throat) $89/59
Stretcher/Shrinker (US Toolsup)
$135/95
Pneum.Rivet Squeezer(21/2 in Yoke) 395/265
$169/99
Aircraft Rivet Gun(3x)
Rivet gun sets(for above gun)
$114/59
Sporty's PVT Pilot video(12 tapes) $216/150
10% additional off if purchaser buys all
tools.My next project is a woody. 276,:1691 Paul
Kepner
·
WANTED; Starlite Project. Almost any stage
of completion considered. 414-1175 Doug Vail
FOR SALE: Aero Matic (F200) Prop, has one
bladetip broken, $50 or best offer. Sheepskin
seatcovers for Cl 72, 1224 Volt refueling
pump.Make offer. (214) 985-1016 Elo Zinke
FOR SALE; Craftsman 9in disk/6in belt sander
3/4hp motor and stand. Excellent condition/used
very little $250. w)480-2548 h)231-4222 Jack
Hickman
FOR SALE; PortaPort Hangar, 3 yrs old 42' x
34', Excellent Condition. Based at Dallas North
Airport. Must Sell! Asking $11,500. (214) 6181368 Red Marron
FOR RENT; Hangar Space, Share 60' hangar.
Prefer low wing or home built. $125/mo Evenings
(214) 618-1368 Red Marron
FOR SALE: Geared starter for Lycoming O320
and larger. Fresh Overhaul, $300 outright, $225
Exchange. Air speed indicator 0-155mph
$75(like new). (214) 517-5070

FOR SALE; STS 7600 VOR, Aircraft Band
hand-held transceiver, with optional Alkaline
battery holder, push to talk switch to mount on
yoke, and soft carrying case. $290.00 214-7366153, Milton Scott
FREE; Sport Aviation issues January 1974
through December 1978. Call 214-348-4878, Bill
Koepp EAA 36707
FOR SALE: Two-place Kolb Twister Mark II
airframe kit. Factory welded 4130 fuselage & fittings. Factory ribs. Tubeing, angles, sheet metal,
HD gear, wheels, tires, Lexan, Harnes, cables,
fabric, LR tanks, AN hardware, blueprints, assembly & photo manuals. (No engine, prop or
paint). Everything mint condition. Assembly
never started. $4500. (Cost over $6000) 235-1854,
Don Wilcox
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MEMBERSHIP APPLICATION & RENEWAL FORM
National EAA #

Please Print!!!

>
<---,:,-----=-----,---preferred 1st name

NAME

NAME (AUX) _________________________

ADDRESS
HOME PHONE (_) ________
CITY
WORK
PHONE (_) ________
P
STATE
_
ZI ____
__
CO-PILOT------------=-------------(spouse or friend)
Projects-(%complete/name) __________________
Interests
Plane Flying ________________________
Pilot/A&P Ratings
EAA OFFICE (past or present)
New Member ___
Renewal Member ___
Type of Membership:

-------------------------

---------------------

Membership dues for EAA Chapter 168 are $15 for one year.
Name Tags are available for $6.
Make Checks Payable to: EAA DALLAS CHAPTER 168

r;:i

EAA CHAPTER 168 DALLAS
POST OFFICE BOX 168
ADDISON, TEXAS 75001-0168
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